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 VALIDATION MESSAGE CODES 
Manual Declarations........................................................................................................................ not applicable
CES Modules which uses this data ...................................................................................... IMPORT SYSTEM 

Tab 6 Validation: (Result) 

 
Reference Data: ....................... The list of messages below are generated by the system and can be seen in "Tab 6 - Validation" in the Result 

box. They give an up to date report of the present status of a declaration. 
 

Code Description 
0001 Error in access code - Changed by Anton 
0002 Declaration OK 
0006 An unexpected error occured.Function haven`t be completed. 
0007 Communication error 
0008 WebLogic server is missing a necessary resource to complete funtion 
0009 WebLogic-server can`t save data in database 
0010 WebLogic server can`t find data in database 
0011 WebLogic server can`t delete data in database 
0012 Check for version in database failed. The function hasn`t been completed because of another user has modified data. Get data once 

more and try again 
0013 System can`t complete validation because of system- or data-related reasons 
0020 Taric reject message 
0085 Function cannot be completed. User has no rights to Goods recipients number. 
0086 Releasecode of Declaration does not allow this function 
0087 Control of Risk Analysis can`t be saved  before all items have been controlled. 
0088 Error in format, in the Declaration which has been sent to Import System via Batch. Declaration is rejected 
0089 n/a 
0090 This function cannot be executed now. 
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Code Description 
0091 This function cannot be executed. Status code of Declaration doesnot permit it 
0092 This function cannot be completed. Description of Declaration doesnot permit it 
0093 There is no item 
0094 The result of Risk Analysis has changed.Remember to save the new result. 
0095 Result of RiskAnalysis has changed. Remember to save new result. 
0096 License connot be found 
0098 Ref_bevilling_virk_adr hasn`t been saved (Stamreg lookup failed) 
0099 No declaration is selected 
1001 Declaration can`t be corrected by Continuously composition 
1002 Reference Number not found 
1003 Actual arrivaltime can`t be set for this Declaration description 
1004 Actual arrivaltime can`t be set, Declaration not approved 
1005 Due to the selected criterias, there are no information 
1006 Description of Declaration is not correct in connection to Reference No. 
1007 Declaration is approved and accepted . Can`t be corrected 
1008 Company has no licence to Simplified express clearance 
1009 Distinctive mark of means of Transport (18.1) and nationality (18.2) must be completed. 
1010 Distinctive mark for means of Transport (18.1) and nationality (18.2) plus the active transport nationality (21) must be completed 
1011 Distinctive mark of means of Transport (18.1) and active nationality (21) must be completed. 
1012 Dinstictive mark of means of Transport  (18.1) must be completed. 
1013 Reference number of Notification in ahead not found 
1014 Notification in ahead is not accepted. 
1015 Company number of Goods recipient doesn`t match Company number of Goods recipient on Notification in ahead 
1016 Commodity code and type of Certificate are incompatible. 
1017 Incorrect type of "certificate". 
1019 A statement related to "certificate" should be inserted in box 44.6 
1020 Company number of Goods recipient doesn`t match Company number on Import permission number: 
1021 Country of origin doesn`t match Country of origin on Import permission number 
1022 The Commodity Code doesn`t match the Commodity Code on Import permission number 
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Code Description 
1023 Supplementary unit must be specified 
1024 Net weight must be specified 
1025 Applied quantity exceeds balance of Import permission 
1026 Transport document number must be specified 
1027 Incompatibility between numbers of items 
1028 Either expected or actual arrival time must be specified 
1029 No Import permission with the specified number found 
1030 Country of origin is incorrect in proportion to Procedure code 
1031 Country of origin is incorrect in proportion to Procedure code 
1032 Section- and/or Article-code are incorrect 
1033 Supplementary units are incorrect in proportion to the Commodity Code 
1034 Procedure code is incorrect in proportion to means of Transport 
1035 The Commodity Code is incorrect in proportion to means of Transport 
1036 Statistic value per kg net weight are incorrect in proportion to the Commodity Code 
1037 Statistic value per Supplementary unit are incorrect in proportion to the Commodity Code 
1038 Country of origin incorrect in proportion to Procedure code 
1040 Declaration can`t be corrected. Simplified express - must have another status 
1041 Declaration can`t be corrected. Complete express - must have another status 
1042 Declaration can`t be corrected. Temporarily storage - must have another status 
1043 Declaration can`t be corrected. Simplified express threshold - must have another status 
1044 Declaration can`t be corrected. Standard payment of duty - must have another status 
1045 Declaration can`t be corrected. Standard payment of duty threshold - must have another status 
1046 Declaration can`t be corrected. Supplementary information - must have another status 
1047 Declaration can`t be corrected. Simplified express - must have another status 
1048 Declaration can`t be corrected. Simplified express - must have another status 
1051 Type of Declaration can`t be changed. It has been accepted    -Declaration-status >=12 
1052 Declaration can`t be deleted 
1053 Item can`t be deleted 
1054 There are no items to delete 
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Code Description 
1055 Items from this Declaration can`t be deleted, declaration is accepted 
1056 Deadline to split up into Express clearance is exceeded 
1057 Error in split up. Original storage not accepted 
1058 Error in split up. Storage is handled during another procedure 
1059 Error in split up. Total gross weight of Declaration exceeds the total gross weight of the original Declaration 
1060 Procedure code are incorrect in proportion to Article- or Section code 
1061 Store number must be completed 
1062 Incorrect Procedure code according to subsequently Procedure code 
1063 License journal number must be specified 
1064 Incorrect Preference code 
1065 Preference document is not specified correct 
1066 Certificate code is not specified correct 
1067 Contingent number must be specified according to Calculation description 
1068 License journal number must be specified according to Calculation description 
1069 Calculation description and Calculation foundation for duty line must be specified 
1070 Goods recipient is not registrated for this Excise duty 
1071 Original Declarations are not equal. Unite clearance can`t be used 
1072 Declaration, with the specified Reference number, to temporarily storage, not found 
1073 Temporarily storage is settled 
1074 Storage can`t be declared. Is possibly settled in another way 
1075 Estimated assessment can`t be declared. 
1076 There are no valid permission. This procedure can`t be used 
1077 There are no approved storage address 
1078 The typed in Dispatch house not found 
1079 There are no opening hours with the selected keys 
1080 Error in number of Items 
1081 Error in standard clearance. Difference between specified gross weight on Temporarily storage(s) and on Standard clearance 
1082 Nothing left to declare 
1083 Incompatibility between specified gross weight and the remaining not declared quantity 
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Code Description 
1084 Incorrect Procedure code according to subsequently Procedure code 
1085 Calculation foundation for the exported goods, must be specified with negative sign 
1086 Duty amount can`t be calculated. Rate can`t be found automatically, must be specified manually 
1087 Incorrect Reference number. Declaration can`t be added to Supplementary information 
1088 Nationality of the transboundary active Transports are not to be completed 
1089 No Contingent preference in a Supplementary Declaration can`t be requested 
1090 Procedure for Statistic threshold can only be used for shipments at the maximum of 1000 kg 
1091 Declaration for treashold can not be used. 
1092 Procedure for Statistic threshold can only be used for shipments at the maximum of kr. 6000,- 
1093 In this procedure, only Preference codes 100, 200 or 300 can be used 
1094 Incorrect Company number in space 30 
1095 Incorrect License code in space 30 
1096 Company hasn`t License as an Approved recipient. This procedure can`t be used 
1097 Dispatch house not found 
1098 To this Dispatch house, Notification in ahead can`t be executed 
1099 Dispatch house are closed, Notification in ahead can`t be carried through 
1100 Notification in ahead can`t be received, deadline for entry is exceeded 
1101 A probably error has occurred. Correct or maintain 
1102 Items must be declared immediately 
1103 Means of Transport not found 
1104 Declaration can`t be splitted up into Express Declaration 
1105 At least one item must be registrated 
1106 No Reference number on the Declaration found 
1108 Risk analysis is not ended 
1109 No control is demanded by advisement 
1110 Incorrect License journal number 
1111 Temporarily storage can`t be splitted up to Express clearance 
1112 Declaration has been splitted up. If any left, to be declared, a new Temporarily storage must be created, containing this quantity 
1113 Regulation can`t be completed. Incompatibility in gross weight 
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Code Description 
1114 No deposition can`t be completed. Missing Preference- or Value-documentation 
1115 Reference number not found on Contingent file 
1116 Total gross weight on Clearance do not match the total gross weight on Temporarily storage 
1117 Total gross weight on Clearance do not match the total gross weight on Simplified express 
1118 Declaration must be accepted and released before it can be corrected 
1119 Regulation can only be done by Customs 
1120 Item can only be deleted by Customs 
1121 Declaration must be accepted and released before it can be adjusted 
1122 In this function, only adjustment on deposition for missing value or Preference documentation (Calculation foundation 700 or 800) can be 

completed 
1123 Error in automatically processing of Contingent distribution 
1124 Rate not found. Contingent processing must be regulated manually 
1126 Notification in ahead can`t be corrected. New Notification in ahead is required 
1127 Time limit can be postponed at the maximum 3 months from accepted date 
1128 Compared to the rules of Functions distinction, the change must be approved by another person than the person which made the change
1129 Value added tax line is not to be declared 
1130 Time limit for correction by Declaration, with missing value documentation, can be postponed at the maximum 4 months from accepted 

date 
1131 Storage is not accepted and/or released. Can`t be settled 
1132 Contingent processing for this Item is requested. Request is waiting for answer from Contingent administration. Can`t be regulated before 

answer is received 
1133 Delete denied. Declaration is either settled or splitted up 
1134 Delete denied. Declaration is settled 
1135 Declaration must be accepted and released, before it can be corrected. 
1136 Duty line must not be specified in connection to this Procedure code 
1137 Start time for this time out must be in future 
1138 Time out period can at the maximum be 120 minutes 
1139 No control results for this Declaration can be registrated. It hasn`t been selected to control 
1140 The stated Commodity Code can`t be used on a Temporarily storage 
1141 Actual arrival date and time are inserted 
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Code Description 
1142 Compared to Procedure code, space 44.6 must be completed 
1143 Consignment is not completed. It is not declared, stored or exported 
1144 The Commodity Code can be included by Anti dumping duty, Countervailing duty, Supplementary duty etc. Supplementary code must be 

specified. If no Supplementary code is found, then 0000 
1145 The Commodity Code is not included by Temporarily Anti dumping duty or Countervailing duty. Mark for security is not necessary 
1146 There are no permission to Temporarily storage. Either Goods recipient or agent must have a permission 
1147 TARIC can`t find rate of duty. Estimated assessment must be finished manually 
1148 This function can`t be completed, since the description of the Declaration do not permit it. If you want to change Declaration then use 

Functions- Completion of Clearance- Supplementary information 
1149 This function can`t be completed, since the description of the Declaration do not permit it. If you want to change Declaration then use 

Functions- Completion of Clearance- Standard Clearance 
1150 The Commodity Code must be completed 
1152 Notification in ahead is original sent to another Custom district. Therefore it can`t be declared in this Custom district 
1153 Box 40, Summarily Declaration must be completed with consignment document number. Items are sent by EU`s Consignment system 
1154 Incorrect Reference number. Standard clearance can`t be declared with this Reference number 
1155 Error occurred by registration of Goods recipient home Custom district. Try again later 
1156 There cannot be a reference to an Advanced Declaration for this declaration type. 
1157 Amandment can not be done. 
1158 The import license is not valid any more. New information are inserted in the SAD. 
1159 Goods regulation letter must be quoted. 
1193 There are no permission to correct Declaration for this Goods recipient 
1194 Agent (space 14) are not approved by Goods recipient 
1195 You are not authorized to create Declarations for other Importers 
1196 You have no access to correct this declaration. 
1197 You have no access to create a declaration for this Coods Recipient. 
1198 The Temporarily storage have been splitted up. If any left in Declaration, split up must be finished 
1199 Declaration can`t be saved, since Ref_bevilling_Virk_adr not can be created 
1200 The field is incorrectly completed, CorrectTimelimit 
1201 The field is incorrectly completed, CalculationDescription 
1202 The field is incorrectly completed, CalculationFoundation 
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Code Description 
1203 The field is incorrectly completed, RateNumber 
1204 The field is incorrectly completed, CalculationAmount 
1205 The field is incorrectly completed, ExpectedArrivalDate 
1206 The field is incorrectly completed, ExpectedArrivalTime 
1207 The field is incorrectly completed, RegistrarCustomHouse 
1208 The field is incorrectly completed, GoodsRecipientCompanyNo 
1209 The field is incorrectly completed, ShippingAgentCompanyNo 
1210 The field is incorrectly completed, ConsignorCountryCode 
1211 The field is incorrectly completed, TransportNationality 
1212 The field is incorrectly completed, TransportIdentity 
1213 The field is incorrectly completed, GoodsDescription 
1214 The field is incorrectly completed, GrossWeight. 
1215 The field is incorrectly completed, ItemCompanyNumber 
1216 The field is incorrectly completed, ItemLicenseType 
1217 The field is incorrectly completed, ActualArrivalDate. 
1218 The field is incorrectly completed, ActualArrivalTime. 
1219 The field is incorrectly completed, Delaration Type 
1220 The field is incorrectly completed, Active TransportNationality. 
1221 The field is incorrectly completed, InvoiceCurrencyCode. 
1222 The field is incorrectly completed, StoreNo 
1223 The field is incorrectly completed, ConsignorName 
1224 The field is incorrectly completed, ConsignorAddress 
1225 The field is incorrectly completed, ContainerCode 
1226 The field is incorrectly completed, ItemTotal 
1227 The field is incorrectly completed, TransportCode 
1228 The field is incorrectly completed, HomeTransportwayCode 
1229 The field is incorrectly completed, PackagesTotal 
1230 The field is incorrectly completed, InternalEUSupplyAmount 
1231 The field is incorrectly completed, InvoiceAmount 
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Code Description 
1232 The field is incorrectly completed, ItemAddressSerialNumber 
1233 The field is incorrectly completed, NotificationReferenceNumber 
1234 The field is incorrectly completed, PreferenceDocumentCode 
1235 The field is incorrectly completed, PreferenceDocumentNumber 
1236 The field is incorrectly completed, VAB 
1237 The field is incorrectly completed, SupplGoodsInfo 
1238 The field is incorrectly completed, InternalNo 
1239 The field is incorrectly completed, Commodity Code 
1240 The field is incorrectly completed, OriginalCountryCode 
1241 The field "Preference code" is incorrectly completed. 
1242 The field " Procedure code" is incorrectly completed. 
1243 The field is incorrectly completed, NetWeight 
1244 The field is incorrectly completed, ContingentNumber 
1245 The field is incorrectly completed, SummaryDeclaration 
1246 The field is incorrectly completed, SupplUnit 
1247 The field is incorrectly completed, DutyValueAmount 
1248 The field is incorrectly completed, PackagesMark 
1249 The field is incorrectly completed, ContainerNumber 
1250 The field is incorrectly completed, PackagesNumber 
1251 The kind of Package in Box 31.4 (Package Type) is incorrectly completed. 
1252 Transport Document No in Box 44.5 (TransportDocumentNo1) is incorrectly completed. 
1253 Transport Document No in Box 44.5 (TransportDocumentNo2) is incorrectly completed. 
1254 Transport Document No in Box 44.5 (TransportDocumentNo3) is incorrectly completed. 
1255 Transport Document No in Box 44.5 (TransportDocumentNo4) is incorrectly completed. 
1256 Transport Document No in Box 44.5 (TransportDocumentNo5) is incorrectly completed. 
1257 Authorisation No ("Licence No") in Box 44.1 (LicenseJournalNo) is incorrectly completed. 
1258 Certificate No in Box 44.2 (CertificateNumber) is incorrectly completed. 
1259 Certificate Code in Box 44.2 (CertificateCode) is incorrectly completed. 
1260 Net weight is larger than gross weight 
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Code Description 
1261 Incorrect SecurityInfo 
1262 Incorrect CalculationLineArt 
1263 Incorrect Release Code 
1264 Incorrect Description of Declaration 
1265 Incorrect Medium of Declaration 
1266 Incorrect VAT number 
1267 Incorrect Container code 
1268 Varepost-nr er ikke validt 
1270 Result of Risk analysis: 0 = Nothing 
1271 Result of Risk analysis: 1 = Released 
1272 Result of Risk analysis: 2 = Evaluation 
1273 Result of Risk analysis: 3 = Selected for Examination 
1274 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 1: 0 = Nothing 
1275 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 1: 1 = Released 
1276 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 1: 3 = Selected 
1277 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: 0 = Nothing 
1278 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: 1 = Released 
1279 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: 2 = Evaluation 
1280 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: 3 = Selected for Examination 
1281 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Level 0 = Red (Selected for Examination) 
1282 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Level 1 = Yellow (Selected for evaluation) 
1283 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Level 2 = Green (Released) 
1284 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Block 0 = No 
1285 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Block 1 = Yes 
1286 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 3: Result 0 = Nothing 
1287 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 3: Result 1 = Released 
1288 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 3: Result 3 = Selected 
1289 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2, value 
1290 Error occurred in Risk analysis (Result outside set of values) 
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Code Description 
1291 Notification in ahead not ended 
1292 Notification in ahead ended 
1295 Incorrect Company number + (box 8) 
1296 Incorrect CompanyNumber + (box 8) 
1297 Incorrect Company number + (box 30) 
1298 Incorrect Company number + (Registrars Company number) 
1299 Saving can`t be completed, non valid data typed 
1300 Error: Declaration can`t be splitted up 
1301 Error: Declaration can`t be splitted up 
1302 Error: Declaration can`t be splitted up 
1303 Incorrect combination of Completely Control 
1304 Varemodtager har ikke godkendt denne registrator. 
1305 Declaration with this certificate code demands also a code for Goods regulations. 
1306 Function not allowed (Status code is not 15) 
1307 Actual date of arrival is not allowed for declaration types other than 02, 04, 05 or 06. 
1308 Time and date of actual arrival can not be inserted (Status != 11). 
1309 Check Digit not correct 
1310 The field is incorrectly completed, Check Digit Box14. 
1311 The Box 1.2 must be completed with an integer. 
1350 P19 can`t be completed 
1400 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 0 
1401 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 1 
1402 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 2 
1403 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 3 
1404 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 4 
1405 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 5 
1406 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 6 
1407 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 7 
1408 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 8 
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Code Description 
1409 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 9 
1410 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 10 
1411 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 11 
1412 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 12 
1413 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 13 
1414 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 14 
1415 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 15 
1416 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 16 
1417 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 17 
1418 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 18 
1419 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 19 
1420 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 20 
1421 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration fase 2: Value = 21 
1422 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Status Code = 22 
1423 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Status Code = 23 
1424 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Status Code = 24 
1425 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Status Code = 25 
1426 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Status Code = 26 
1427 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Status Code = 27 
1428 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Status Code = 28 
1429 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Status Code = 29 
1430 Result of Risk analysis, Declaration phase 2: Status Code = 30 
1431 Incorrect Declarant's VAT registration number. 
1432 Incorrect Registrar's VAT registration number. ? 
1433 Company number of Registrar not found 
1434 Negative calculation foundation for this Procedure code must not be typed 
1435 Store address is situated in another Custom district. Split up/re-registration can`t be sent to this Dispatch house. 
1436 Standard clearance must be declared to a Dispatch house in Goods recipients home Custom district. 
1437 Authorisation (License number), box 44.1, are not to be specified in this procedure 
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Code Description 
1438 Actual arrival concerning trucks, must be specified by Customs 
1439 Reference number 
1440 Statistic value can`t be found automatically. Space 46 must be completed 
1441 Data concerning Assigned Contingent quantity, can`t be corrected at this Item. If any request by further Contingent assignment, then 

regulation is done by adding a new Item 
1442 Previous Contingent is assigned. Changes of Item must be by resetting data of the Item, and by creating a new Item with the new data 
1443 Previous there are requested for Contingent processing at this Item. Contingent number can`t be corrected. Regulation can be done by 

adding a new Item 
1450 The importer is not registrared in the Business Registrar as an importer. 
1451 The Declarant (BOX 14) is not a Licenced Burdnar. 
1451 The declarant agent  (BOX 14)  is not authorised as a Licenced Burdnar. 
1452 The Declarant (BOX 14) need to have an authorisation to act as an indirect representative. 
2000 Missing Duty line 
2001 Incompatibility between the Commodity Code, Consignor country and Calculation description 
2002 Item is included by an Anti dumping arrangement. Calculation foundation must be specified 
2003 Item is included by an Agricultural element. Calculation foundation must be specified 
2004 Item is included by an Extra duty for sugar or flour. Calculation foundation must be specified 
2005 Item is included by an countervailing duty or supplementary amount. Calculation foundation must be specified 
2006 Contingent is closed 
2007 Incorrect Contingent number 
2008 Supplementary code must be declared, since the Commodity Code is included by Anti dumping duty 
2009 Incompatibility between the Commodity Code, Consignoir country and Calculation description 
2010 Incompatibility between the Commodity Code and Supplementary code 
2011 Rate is based on unit value 
2012 Rate is based on preset value 
2013 Equalization value must be specified 
2014 Supplementary duty must be specified 
2015 No valid rate is found 
2016 Incompatibility between the Commodity Code, Consignor country and Duty arrangement 
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Code Description 
2017 The Commodity Code not found 
2018 Incorrect the Commodity Codes 
2019 Country code not found 
2020 Incorrect country code 
2021 Description of Calculation not found 
2022 Incompatibility between Description of Calculation and Contingent number 
2023 Contingent not found 
2024 Valid rate of exchange not found 
2024 n/a 
2025 Too many components (for manually control) 
2026 Supplementary code not found 
2027 Supplementary code must be specified, since Item is included by an Agricultural element 
2028 For manually control, as the rate is included by conditions 
2029 Incorrect Foundation of Calculation 
2030 Incorrect rate 
2099 Formate error (internal) 
2901 The format of XML is not correct 
2902 Error in  the calculation type (doesnot exist in the bundle). 
2903 Missing tariff complementary data 
2904 .. 
2905 The number in BOX 1.2 is different from the first digit in BOX 37. 
2906 Incorrect combination between the preference code (BOX 36) and the preference document code (BOX 44.4) 
2907 The declared preference is not valid for this commodity code from this country of origin 
2908 BOX 41 (Supplementary Units) cannot be left blank or 0. 
2909 Number of Cigarettes required.  Add an item NO_OF_CIGS and enter value in Tab 2b 
2910 This importer cannot import due to GARNISHEE ORDER issued by Law Court 
2911 This importer can import only after he has settled outstanding debts with the ACCOUNTS SECTION of the Customs Department. 
2912 Declarations of consignments arriving from acceeding/member countries in the EU, should be inputted in the ASYCUDA System. 
3003 Reference number is settled by re-export 
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Code Description 
3004 Reference number is temporarily settled by re-export 
3010 Reference number not found 
3020 Reference number already exists 
3021 Reference number already exists 
3099 Error occured by updating in Export system 
4000 Error in data from the business registry. 
4001 Error in calculation lines (Regulation) 
4002 Validation not complete (Regulation) 
5042 Non valid CalculationDescription 
7001 Incorrect Delivery term 
7002 Invalid Currency Code 
7003 Incorrect exchange rate 
7004 Incorrect Weight 
7005 Outturn not performed yet 
7101 Invalid Warehouse 
7102 Previous reference number missing 
7103 Reference number of Declaration or item number in box 40 incorrect. 
7104 Trader number mismatch 
7105 Warehouse missmatch 
7106 commodity missmatch 
7107 Not enough stock 
7109 Account already created 
7110 Invalid summary declaration format 
7150 SAD Already processed 
7151 No Amounts Found 
7152 Accounts Missing 
7153 Receipient is not a registered importer. 
7154 Deptor Control Account not found 
7155 Declarant is not a registered Importer 
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Code Description 
7156 Approval date not found 
7157 No Budget code 
8000 Declaration description has changed 
8001 Declaration is saved 
8002 Declaration is sent 
8003 Declaration is accepted 
8004 Function is sent 
8005 Marked for security, Temporarily Anti dumping duty. Declaration must be approved to continue 
8010 Declaration is accepted to Split up 
8100 No more undo 
8101 No more redo 
8102 Contingent Preference documentation is manually controlled 
8103 On Import permission is declared a clause, which Items must fulfil 
8104 Security for Temporarily Anti dumping duty has been given by the Region accounts department. Security is manually controlled 
8105 Declaration could not be accepted manually. Status changed to Error 
8106 Import regulations are manually controlled 
8107 Cash payment of Customs duties are guaranteed 
8108 Notification in ahead is received 
8113 Split up is OK 
8114 Establishment of Dispatch house is completely 
8115 Change of Dispatch house is completely 
8116 Establishment of Dispatch times are completely 
8117 Change of Dispatch times are completely 
8118 Deletion of Dispatch times are completely 
8119 Goods are to be temporarily stored at the address specified in box 30. 
8120 Items are Released 
8121 Goods recipient can dispose of the consignment at 4 pm, the first weekday after Declaration has been accepted, unless anything else is 

announced 
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Code Description 
8122 Goods recipient can dispose of the consignment at 12 pm, the first weekday after Declaration has been accepted, unless anything else is 

announced 
8123 Declaration Accepted 
8124 Declaration can be approved 
8125 A Supplementary express Declaration must be specified not later than the second weekday in the next month 
8127 Previous accepted Notification in ahead is corrected 
8128 Dispatch house is open. Notification in ahead can be received 
8129 XX 
8130 Company has 5 days settlement 
8131 Information are received and registered. Declaration is cr 
8132 Declaration is manually rate controlled 
8133 Company is not registered as importer. 
8134 The sum of duty amount is negative. Sum will be adjusted to 0 
8135 The sum of duty amount concerning passive processing is negative. Sum will be adjusted to 0 
8136 Registrar has no admittance to this Declaration. 
8137 The calculation base of Value added tax is adjusted 
8138 Declaration cannot be corrected 
8139 No new calculation of Value added tax is done 
8141 Declaration can be accepted when Actual arrival time is set 
8142 The final rate of duty is "several sided". Regulation must be done manually. 
8143 Function - Manually Acceptance can`t be used on this Declaration 
8145 Goods recipient can dispose of the consignment at 4 pm, the first weekday after Declaration has been accepted, unless anything else is 

announced. Declaration must be manually released by Custom district before 
8146 Goods recipient can dispose of the consignment at 12 pm, the first weekday after Declaration has been accepted, unless anything else is 

announced. Declaration must be manually released by Custom district before 
8147 Time out is inserted. The result of Risk Analysis will be available later. 
8148 The result of the Risk Analysis was Green, but  Declaration must be manually released by Customs Distrct. 
8149 Declaration is selected for examination. Please make an application to Customs. 
8150 Risk Analysis has estimated Declaration to Yellow. Final Result will be available later. 
8151 Function - Manually Release can`t be used on this Declaration 
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Code Description 
8152 Function - Reverse Risk analysis result, can`t be used here. 
8153 Result of Risk Analysis was Green. Items are released. 
8154 Dispatch house is not open. Risk analysis result will be available when Dispatch house is open 
8155 Declaration must be manually released by Custom district 
8156 Declaration is selected for control 
8157 Means of Transport is by truck. Actual arrival time must be specified. After that tha Declaration can be accepted 
8158 It is the Declarant's responsibility, that the Items won`t be delivered before they are settled, since Goods recipient has no permission to 

Temporarily storage 
8159 Declaration is Estimated assessed 
8161 Declaration is released for storage at approved recipient 
8162 Goods are allowed to be stored at the approved importer's address specified in box 30. 
8163 Notification in advance is accepted and settled. 
8164 The Temporarily storage declaration is assembled in a new Declaration 
8165 The Temporarily storage is settled 
8166 The Temporarily storage is settled by storage on provision depot 
8167 The Temporarily storage is settled by re-export 
8168 The Supplementary information accepted 
8169 A reservation is made for quota duty handling 
8170 A deposit is made because of missing value and/or preference documentation. The declaration must be corrected before the expiring of 

the correction respite (stated on frame 5). 
8171 The goods are impounded. Please contact the Custom office 
8199 You have no access to Declaration with the specified Reference Number. 
8200 You have requested for Contingent duty processing and the execution has been shown for the European Commission. Further 

information about expected Allocated date, can be found on homesite for the European Commissions Custom Contingent 
8600 End 
8601 Can the Contingents Preference documentation be approved? 
8602 Is security set for Temporarily Anti dumping duty? 
8603 Are Import regulations observed? 
8604 Are the calculated duties etc. On the Declaration payed? 
8657 Notofication in ahead can be received. Do you want to declare this? 
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Code Description 
8658 Declaration can be accepted. Amount of Duty and Value added tax is calculated to: Customs etc.: Answer_txt_variabel1. VAT: 

Answer_txt_variabel2 : Do you want to declare this? 
8659 Declaration can be accepted. Do you want to declare the sent information? 
8700 It is not possible to insert or correct Result of control in this folder 
8701 It is not possible to reverse/maintain Result of control in this folder 
8859 Statement of origin is required, according to Item chapter P. A reference to declaration in box 44,6 must be specified 
8889 Certificate of origin is required, according to Items. Type and number of Certificate must be specified in box 44,2 
8988 Supervisory document issued by Erhvervsfremme Styrelsen must be displayed 
8997 Import license issued by Erhvervsfremme Styrelsen must be displayed 
9700 Security for Temporarily Anti dumping duty must be given by the Region accounts department.  Manually accepted 
9701 Declaration of contingent - must be manually accepted. Preference documentation must be shown to Custom district 
9702 Rate not found automatically 
9703 Possibly there are Temporarily Anti dumping duty or Countervailing duty on this Item 
9893 Country of origin (box 15) and (box 34) must be an European country 
9894 Country of origin may be wrong in connection to procedure code 
9895 Statistic value per supplementary unit may be too high. 
9896 Statistic value per supplementary unit may be too low. 
9897 Statistic value per Kg net weight may be too high 
9898 Statistic value per Kg net weight may be too low. 
9899 Means of Transport seems wrong in connection to net weight 
9900 Items must not be removed from warehouse before payment can be documented 
9901 Company has no credit. Items must not be removed from the warehouse before payment can be documented. 
9911 The declared "certificate" should be presented to Customs before the release of goods. 
9912 Additional information in relation to the declared certificate is necessary 
9913 The declared certificate should be available for post clearance control 
9959 Statement of origin. Items are not to be released before items (P) are seen 
9960 Equalization interests must be payed. Declaration can`t be released 
9961 Request to destruct Items during customs control. Declaration can`t be released 
9962 Request for Simplified License 
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9963 Certificate of Veterinary control, issued in another European country, must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9964 Import license from Commisioner of Police must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9965 Permission of import required from Police Department. Items are not to be released. 
9966 CITES-(re)export certificate from Department of Environment must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9967 Permission in advance from National Health Service must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9968 Import License from National Health Service must be displayed 
9969 License for scientific use from Plantedirektoratet must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9970 Statistic document for tuna must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9971 Import permission is available on paper, the declared Items must be released manually after Items are observed. 
9972 Only electronic depreciation can be done of (Variabel_1). Any quantity left of (Variabel_2) must be depreciated on Foreign permissions 

(Variabel_3) 
9973 Import license/Supervisory document are issued in another European country. Items are not to be released before Items has been 

checked. 
9974 Certificate of Veterinary from Government Veterinary Services must be displayed. Items are not to be released. 
9975 Special permission from Government Veterinary Services must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9976 Certificate of Plants health from Department of Agriculture must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9977 Certificate of re-export authority in Country of origin must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9978 Certificate of Control from Department of Agriculture must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9979 Certificate of Industrial from Department of Agriculture must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9980 Document of Control from Department of Agriculture must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9981 Certificate of Release from Department of Agriculture must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9982 Certificate of Rejection from Department of Agriculture must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9983 Import license from Ministry of health must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9984 Goods are not to be released. Permission from Customs required. 
9985 Permission of import required from Department of Customs. Items are not to be released. 
9986 Permission from Ministry of health must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9987 EU-license from European Commission must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9988 Goods are not to be released. Supervisory document issued by Department of Trade must be presented. 
9990 CITES-import license from Department of Agriculture must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
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9991 Goods are not to be released before being checked. License in advance issued from Department of Trade must be presented. 
9992 Items are not to be released. Import license must be presented. 
9993 V1-Certificate of origin must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9994 V2-Certificate of origin must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9995 Certificate of Transshipment must be displayed. Items are not to be released 
9996 Items are not to be released. Import license can`t be depreciated automatically. 
9997 Goods are not to be released. Import license issued from Department of Trade must be presented. 
9998 Items are not to be released. Items must be checked. 
9999 Declaration will not be released automatically. This Commodity code  is prohibited. Please make an application to Customs. 

 
Comments:   Keep in mind that most of these codes are system codes which are used for the internal operation of the system and have 

nothing to do with the actual status of the declaration. However they are being provided for the sake of completeness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT : If a particular piece of data cannot be found in this list or is listed incorrectly, please contact the Customs Computer Section 
on telephone numbers 25685148, 25685149 or 25685202. 

 


